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Executive Summary 

In assessing the potential for effects to small streams in the Ruataniwha basin, Hawkes Bay, 38 

locations were visited representing around 26 streams which had reaches or tributaries near or 

within predicted draw down areas. The draw down areas are modelled worse case situations 

over 20 years related to the proposed deep aquifer water abstraction for irrigation.  

The reaches surveyed were measured for depth profiles and flow patterns through cross 

sections relating to each of thee three typical hydrological habitat types present: runs, riffle and 

pools. Wider riparian and instream factors (macrophyte, algae etc) and other features were 

recorded that indicated condition of the aquatic communities. No fish or aquatic benthic 

macroinvertebrate sampling was undertaken with reliance for that data being on HBRC survey 

work some years previously and state of the environment monitoring. Farmer knowledge was 

sort during the surveys to assist in determining (especially in the losing reaches) which streams 

generally remained with surface water year out and which did not. 

These data allowed an assessment of instream ecological condition, habitat quality, permeance 

of surface water and ecological value. The depth data in particular allowed examination of the 

resultant effects of the predicted drawn downs. Some adjustments to the draw down predictions 

have been made by Aqualinc for certain streams based on new knowledge of the stream’s 

nature relative to groundwater and substrate condition.  

In essence as a broad conclusion we are confident that no stream within the basin potentially 

affected by the deep aquafer abstraction will, because of existing intermittent nature, or 

sufficiency of water, and robust condition, be adversely affected by the proposal. 

We also surveyed a range of wetlands across the basin to determine their status (RMA wetland 

or natural wetland) and their potential vulnerability to change because of the potential draw 

down. The great majority of wetlands identified were constructed features. Those potentially 

more natural were typically in the gaining reaches and are very deep wetlands which will not be 

adversely affected. There were no significant indigenous natural wetlands located within the 

potential draw down.  

Inglis bush was surveyed to determine the nature of the forest community and to determine if 

water stress was a current issue. It was found that the forest is typical of river terrace forests 

(totara-kahikatea-titoki) once present and with several other examples still present in the 

landscape west and north, but it is not a wetland or swamp forest. No adverse effects of the 

proposal are likely. 
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1.0 Introduction 

This ecological work has been in response to initial Council section 92 requests for further information 

after the collaborative group had submitted an application to harvest deep ground water for irrigation 

(2021). It has been produced in two parts (streams and wetlands) in an effort to provide an ecological 

assessment of the potential values at risk by a potential change in surface and near surface hydrology. 

The changes in hydrology referenced in this report, and pivotal to the assessment, are those modelled by 

Aqualinc (Dr Weir) and the effects assessment here is reliant to a large degree on its predictions of drawn 

down location and quantum (with corrections). This report combines an early field investigation 

(November 2021) to record potentially affected wetlands and a second field work period (April 2022) to 

establish the physical quality and condition of the small streams within the predicted draw down contours. 

The field work in regard to the small streams has been to describe and measure stream channel 

morphologies, substrates, depth and velocity profiles and not instream fauna. It was hoped to undertake 

this field work in the dry late summer months but several rainstorms uncharacteristic of the period 

occurred on top of a notably wet summer in general. We use existing Regional Council data and NIWA 

freshwater fish database (FWDB) to characterise the fauna of the streams and rivers of the plains and so 

model the wider smaller systems based on these data and the physical habitat present.  Stygofauna 

(below the stream beds surface) is a consideration, but no data has been collected or is available in 

regard to the Ruataniwha plains river systems and Canterbury examples are used as proxy.    

Inglis bush was visited, and the terrace forest walked, and the species recorded to ascertain the extent 

that it is a wetland forest and what the current trajectory of that forest is and how to interpret any potential 

draw down changes. 

1.1 The Ruataniwha basin 

The Ruataniwha basin in the central Hawkes Bay is a river created gravel basin some 1.5-2 million years 

old following up lift of the Ruahine ranges and constrained eastward by a series of low limestone hills (the 

Turiri Range), and north by the extension of Wakarara Range out of the Ruahine ranges (Figure 1). The 

Ruahine Ranges westward provide the rain from the heads of the catchments of the Waipawa, Tukituki, 

Makaretu, Mangaonuku and Turipo (the larger braided rivers of the basin). Many of the smaller tributaries 

arise from hill springs east of the main ranges and have less reliable flows year-round. Most springs are 

in the east of the basin in the gaining reach. All rivers and streams which flow over the basin, merge into 

the Waipawa and Tukituki Rivers at its eastern edge, around 10 km east of Waipawa and Waipukurau 

towns. 

The Ruataniwha aquifer is a multi-layered alluvial system comprising a relatively shallow unconfined 

layer, and several deeper confined aquifers. The Ruataniwha aquifer covers an area of approximately 

260 km2 , reaching depths of 200 metres at some locations. Travel time of water (up or down) through the 

aquifer varies and there is a lag time of responses between deep water and surface water of differing 

amounts in different areas of the basin. 
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Figure 1. Ruataniwha basin. 

The basin geology is composed mainly of sequences of alluvial gravel from the Quaternary period with 

intermittent clay layers of different thicknesses (Figure 2). Two main gravel layers occur in the basin. The 

top is composed of young gravel layer from the late Pleistocene and Holocene epoch situated over an 

older gravel layer “Salisbury gravel” from the early Pleistocene. The Young Gravel Formation is 

unconsolidated and contains clay, silt and volcanic ash of late Quaternary (D. Francis 2001). It is more 

permeable than the Salisbury gravel underneath. The Salisbury gravel is composed of slightly to poorly 

consolidated gravel, ignimbrite and clay from the Lower Quaternary. Intermittent volcanic activities in the 

central north island throughout these regions have resulted in the deposition of volcanic ash, pumice and 

ignimbrites over wide areas of the Basin.  

The young sediments from late Quaternary age have higher permeability and less clay than the older 

(deeper) formations underneath (Salisbury Gravel Formation). The maximum thickness of the gravel 

matrix occurs in the northern part of the basin around Waipawa River. The thickness at that area is about 

200 metre. There is reported to be an aquitard layer in-between this older deeper and the young shallow 

layer. There is assumed to be less conductivity between the deep and more shallow layers. 

The aquitard layer, separating the shallow and deep gavel layers, is however, not continuous. This 

discontinuity is evident in the upward movement of groundwater from deeper layer to the shallow and 

surface water, in particular in the eastern part of the basin.  

Various ground water modelling by various research shows that the groundwater flow is mainly downward 

(losing) in the upper parts of the basin (western part), and it is upward (gaining) in the lower parts of the 

basin (eastward). 

With rainfall values of more than 1000 mm/year, the basin (and its rivers) receives a reasonable portion of 

recharge from rainfall. In addition to rainfall recharge, there is a strong interaction between surface and 

groundwater. Historical flow records indicate that the rivers lose water to the groundwater in the western 

part of the basin and gain water from the groundwater in the eastern part of the basin. 

It is accepted (Baalousha 2012) that many streams and springs dry up every year in the basin, especially 

during summer peak demand as a result of extended dry period and existing water abstraction.  To a 

degree this is true of many of the western small tributaries regardless of the land use and water 

abstraction.  
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Figure 2.  Taken from HBRC publication “ Steady state Ground water flow model for the Ruataniwha Basin” June 2008.  

2.0 Methods 

In essence the question is: will the modelled potential draw down of surface water related to new deep 

ground water takes result in changes to the surface flows in small streams and natural wetlands that 

result in more than minor adverse ecologically changes.  

The predicted changes, modelled as they are, are not stream or reach specific and reflect a generic set of 

predicted contours of draw down- at a maxima of the expected 20 year period. Those predictions do not 

describe the time scales of that draw down or the nuances of site-specific conditions such as reaches 

with imbedded substrate and so less or not connected to ground water, or a myriad of other factors 

affecting in essence the magnitude of depth change, time scale of the surface water change and the 

duration of that change. 

Given the complexity of the task we determined that a good way of estimating the potential effect was to 

consider the morphology of the streams and their current depth patterns and from those measures reflect 

on what particular surface water draw down depths would mean. We also conducted rapid habitat 

assessment following (Clapcott 2015).  We used our field observations of substrate, periphyton, 

macrophyte, riparian condition, and land use surrounding the stream, along with literature reporting 

Regional Council surveys and research (HBRC 2003) and the NIWA Freshwater fish data base to 

establish the likely type and condition of the instream faunal communities that might be supported by the 

current flow regime. 
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We use these data to build a pattern of tolerance to flow and depth change in the small streams. The 

areas accessed are shown in map 1.  

We visited 28 “small” streams over the course of a week in April (18th-22nd) 2022.  We had initially sort to 

undertake the surveys in the later dry summer period however, two large rain events (>50mm/day) 

around the 7th February 2022 and again in late March (22nd-27th) caused substantial river surface flow 

rises and we had to postpone survey to a period outside of these higher flows. 

As an example, below is the HBRC flow record for the Kahahakuri Stream. Survey was initially going to 

occur in February, but the rain event removed the representativeness flows of the streams for later 

summer, then the last week of March was targeted but the rain caused stream flow increase pushed the 

conditions for survey out to mid-April.  

 

Rain fall prior to and over the survey 

 

At survey and prior to the survey stream flow conditions had been trending down and the rain event prior 

to the survey (13th April) did not result in a flow increase. However, we are told by many landowners that 

this (2021-2022) summer rainfall and stream flows have been higher than is normal. 

We also include in this report from an earlier section 92 memorandum the survey results and conclusions 

from the wetland surveys we undertook in November 2021. 

2.1 “Small” Streams 

The predicted groundwater draw down contours were overlaid on an NZ 250 topographic map and the 

streams in or near the predicted drawn down areas were marked for investigation, being those stream 

most likely to be influenced by the proposed deep aquifer water harvest. Each stream in or near the draw 

survey 
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down predicted was accessed from the road crossing and further up and down the stream where access 

was permitted1.  

38 locations for Ca. 28 stream/tributaries (Figure 3) were visited and the streams and locations are listed 

below, the stream name (where there is one) is given and the sites and extent of stream potentially 

affected is show on map 4-6.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1 We appreciate the assistance of Mike Van Der Burg at Inglis bush and the Buchan (esp. William) family for assistance across their lands and in the 
relay of local history. 

Small Streams visited 

Mangamate Stream 

Mangamate Creek Rd tributary 

Lower Mangamate Stream 

Richardson’s Bridge tributary 

Mangamauku Stream 

Mangamauku- @ Wharetoka 

Mangaoho @ Tikokino 

Mangaoho @ Rathbone 

Mangaoho @ Butler rd 

Two-mile stream above SH50 

Two-mile Creek @ Butler Rd 

Spring hill reserve tributary 

McLeod Rd bridge 

Caldwell Rd culvert 

Chesterman’s Bridge 

Plantation road Bridge 

Kahahakuri a@ SH50 

Kahahakuri @ Plantation Rd 

Ongaonga Stream 

Ongaonga valley central tributary 

Ongaonga valley south tributary 

Pettit north valley tributary 

Pettit valley central tributary 

Pettit valley (Tahunga) south tributary 

Blackburn valley north tributary 

Blackburn valley central tributary 

Blackburn southern tributary 

Main stem Blackburn Stream 

Tukipo Ashcott @ Burnside Rd 

Tukipo Ashcott @ Ashcott Rd 

Tukipo-Ashly farm tributary 

Tukipo – Mangatewai 

Black stream – Parsons branch 

Black stream Woodbrock 

Black stream @ Fairfield Rd 

Waipawamate Stream 

Makaretu River @ Speedy Rd 

Porangahau @ Fraser Rd 

Upper Porangahau @ Oruawharo rd 
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Figure 3. Site locations where instream measures were taken. 
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Results 

2.2 Wetlands  

On the 4th of November we visited from north to south all of the locally known wetland areas, guided by 

two local farmers. The Ruataniwha basin is a highly modified and well used alluvial plain which has had 

intensive farm modification for over 100 years. There is almost no remnant natural wetland, forest or 

stream feature in this landscape. 

One significant wetland is recognised by the HBRC and is reported in Landcare Report (Clarkson and 

Bartlam 2017).  The Mangatewai wetland.  This wetland is at the far west of the Tranche 2 application 

extent in the hills and is outside of the draw down contours. The Landcare report addressing indigenous 

wetlands (Clarkson and Bartlam 2017)) does not include a map, but we must assume that since no 

wetlands are indicated in general on the Ruataniwha plains in the Tukituki catchment that there are none 

that Landcare considered worthy of assessment or failed the significance assessment.  

We visited 16 wetland features across the plains (and an additional 2 in the stream surveys). The 

locations are illustrated below on Figure 4 by the photo clusters (red squares). Twelve of the features 

visited were human created “duck ponds”. Each had been dug out, the sides and islands formed, and a 

range of exotic trees and harakeke planted. Most were around 20-30 years of age. These areas are in 

low points of farms and may once have been natural wetlands or at least swampy pasture, but today they 

are planted exotic dominated shallow ponds with edges of tall fescue and Yorkshire fog, lotus, creeping 

butter cup and weeds with occasional Carex secta and Juncus edgariae and J effusus under willow with a 

dense or sparse canopy.  Aquatic flora was generally limited to duck weed (Lemna disperma), Azolla 

rubra and pond weeds (Potamogeton crispus, P. cheesemanii). 

Figure 4 Site photographic record map. Photo locations of the site visit locations of wetlands 

 

One of the pond features (Rob Wilson Pond) had shallow wet edges that held some Carex and abundant 

Eleocharis (E. acuta) amongst mercer grass and Yorkshire fog. This was the most “natural” wetland edge 

visited. 
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There are many small stock ponds throughout the landscape which while having Azolla and duck weed 

and even occasional edges of harakeke or Carex are not natural wetlands. See example of small and 

typical duck ponds, some with extensive open water others (such as those on swamp road, covered by a 

willow canopy) below (Figure 5). 

   

   

Figure 5 Examples of duck ponds in the Ruataniwha basin  

 

In terms of effects to these wetlands the first part of the assessment is to determine if these features are 

“natural wetlands”. That determination falls to the new definition in the NPS FM (2020)2. 

Natural Policy Statement for Freshwater Management (NPSFM) 2020 

natural wetland means a wetland (as defined in the Act) that is not: 

(a) a wetland constructed by artificial means (unless it was constructed to offset impacts on, or 

restore, an existing or former natural wetland); or 

(b) a geothermal wetland; or 

(c)  any area of improved pasture that, at the commencement date,3 is dominated by (that is 

more than 50% of) exotic pasture species and is subject to temporary rain-derived water 

pooling.  

"improved pasture means an area of land where exotic pasture species have been deliberately 

sown or maintained for the purpose of pasture production, and species composition and growth 

has been modified and is being managed for livestock grazing". 

 
2 Note since this assessment a new exposure draft NPS FM has been circulated and has changed to a degree the proposed pasture exclusion 

3 3 September 2020. 
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We consider that the 12 “duck ponds” are excluded by exclusion (a) - constructed wetlands. All these 

features are a product of machine excavation and planting, as well as modifications to the hydrology 

(diverted inflows and out flows). It cannot be said these are induced accidental wetlands or wetlands that 

have formed their own (indigenous or otherwise) plant community as a result of a hydrological 

modification on the landscape.  These were purposeful wetland creations, and not, as far as we 

understand, for any mitigative or offset purpose. 

As such, draw down effects, if any, need not be considered in terms of adverse effects to any natural 

wetland or ecology that would require avoidance, remedy or mitigation. 

The remaining five wetlands (two additional ones associated with Black Creek found in the small streams 

surveys) were not duck ponds or other purposeful created wetland features. There is a willow wetland 

feature between Tikokino Road and Makaroro Road, a seepage feature along the stop bank of the 

southern side of the Waipawa River (a canopy of Willows); a swale like feature at the end of Parson Road 

with raupo and two willow canopy wetlands along Black Creek. 

2.2.1 The Tikokino Road wetland.  

The low area split by a farm road is a willow dominated feature with the southern side bordered by tall, 

planted poplar (Figure 6). The northern feature is rank wet pasture and black berry under willow, but is 

not constructed, and is not improved pasture. However, it is fully exotic, and of very limited wetland 

habitat or functional value. 

  
Figure 6 Tikokino wetland location and aerial photograph of the wetland feature 

On the south side of the farm road under the willow beyond the rank Yorkshire fog with scattered Edgar’s 

rush and occasional Carex secta is a wetter area predominantly of the exotic macrophyte (false celery 

(Apium nodiflorum) and native wetland fern kiokio as well as blackberry. 

  

Figure 7 Left, willow vines and wet tolerant grasses, right, central feature poplar and rank wet tolerant grasses 
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2.2.2 The Waipawa stop bank wetland 

The location of this feature is shown in Figure 8.  Arising as a seep adjacent to the current groundwater 

bore and held there by the stop bank there is a stream / wetland. This narrow (Ca.30m) feature is a 

product of the stop bank and ground water flows. It runs for around 700m but only the northern 200-300m 

is “natural wetland” in terms of its assemblage and condition. 

 
 

Figure 8 Waipawa wetland location and aerial photograph of the wetland feature. 

It is arguably not improved pasture and the central almost “stream” feature is abundant in watercress 

(Nasturtium microphyllum), Glyceria, water pepper, false celery, water forget me not. The lateral edges 

have Eleocharis, mosses, Juncus articulatus, and creeping bent, phasing into pastures and pasture 

weeds. This wetland is, in effect, an induced wetland that has self-colonised to the point where it is not 

pasture (Figure 9). 

  

Figure 9 Left looking down on the stop bank edge of the natural wetland, right a close up of the wettest portion of the feature and the typical vegetation. 

Further downstream modifications and an attempt to dam the feature to make a pond has removed the 

“natural” wetland conditions.    There is another created wetland 500m further south. 

2.2.3 Parson Road  

Near the bridge crossing of the Black Stream is a shallow swale like feature, largely willow covered 

(Figure 10). Under the willow there are areas of very wet forest with Carex, Juncus, harakeke, wheki and 
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kiokio. In areas without willow, raupo is relatively dense (this is the only raupo stand seen on the site visit) 

(Figure 11). There are weeds including blackberry and raspberry and upstream the wet areas are false 

celery. The area as a whole is largely exotic and heavily modified but it is not constructed, pasture or 

geothermal and given the hydrology it can be considered a “natural” wetland under the NPS FM (2020).  

  

Figure 10 Parsons’s wetland location and aerial photograph of the wetland feature. 

  

Figure 11 Left a raupo cluster amongst the linear willow feature. Right the willow canopy, exotic hedge and pasture (rank) and raupo. 

Downstream there is a multitude of channels, pools and ponds with duck weed and Azolla surround by 

plated exotic trees (Figure ). This area we consider a constructed wetland and so not a natural wetland as 

defined by the NPS FM. 

 

Figure . Downstream wetland complex.   
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2.3 Small streams  

The following describes those streams visited through the field survey and relates the various measures 

and considerations made in regard to their resilience to surface water change or their resistance against 

change.  The factors of importance taken into consideration were the extent to which they are already 

intermittent or ephemeral, the water depth profile of three main habitat types (riffle, run and pool), the 

substrate and so a summation of the quality of their benthic macroinvertebrate, but also the likely 

presence of less permeable benthos and the likely quality or presence of a hyporheic zone. 

2.3.1 Porangahau Stream 

At the southern extent of the Ruataniwha basin the Porangahau Stream arises from springs on the plains 

in and around Whenuahou and bounded largely by the Whenuahou Road. The stream is a cobble and 

gravel bedded low gradient system entirely in farmland. It is the lower middle portion that lies within the 

predicted raw down contour ((from about Oruaweharo road bridge downstream to a little below the Fraser 

Road crossing). A number of other tributaries join the Porangahau on its journey to join the Makaretu 

River and then the Tukipo and lastly the Tukituki River. 

The Porangahau within the predicted draw down area is shown in the photographs below. It has a thin 

line of willow (largely crack willow) that provide broken shade (<10%) and the edges and banks are 

largely rank or grazed pasture, and pasture weeds. The banks are of two forms, one side is an eroding 

alluvial conglomerate some 500mm high while the opposite bank is a cobble beach. The substrate in the 

main is predominantly cobble (80-90%) but slow sections (pools and slow runs) have substantive sands 

(30%) and gravels (30%) and the bed is generally imbedded (packed below the surface with sediment). 

The stream is a series of long slow runs with short riffle sections at gradient changes and pools at bends. 

As a generalisation the Porangahau Stream has 60% of its length as deep runs, 30% as shallow riffles, 

10% pools and 1% backwater. The run sections are typically 5-7m wide with an average velocity of 

around 0.4 m/s. Run thalwegs depths (at the flows of the field investigation period) was measured at 

around 350mm. The channel is of a relatively uniform profile shallowing to either a cobble beach or a 

vertical eroding bank (100mm deep water). Riffles were of a similar width as runs but only around 150mm 

deep and much faster flowing (Ca. 0.7m/s) over larger cobble.  Bend pools were found to vary between 

700-800mm deep and 4-5m wide and 10m long, to 2m deep and 6m wide. 

Photo 1 and 2 Porangahau stream up and down stream of the road bridge. 

 

Up stream of road bridge 

 

Down stream of road bridge 
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While a relatively clean hard bottomed system the water quality is modified with LAWA reporting issues 

with nitrogen compounds, and DRP as well as the lack of any native riparian system and long-term 

adjacent land uses have likely resulted in a modified macroinvertebrate fauna and sections of riffle and 

shallow wide run (as shown on photo 3-6 below) are likely to dry seasonally on the surface. We estimate 

the fauna to be compromised, and to reflect higher nutrient, algae growths and macrophyte growths 

favouring mollusc and beetle and fly taxa over EPT taxa. 

The NIWA FWDB has a few records for the Porangahau Stream from 2004 and 2011 and the species 

recorded present are brown trout, long fin eel, common bully, Cran’s bully.  

As with many cobble braided or semi-braided alluvial plains systems, the runs and pools are sufficiently 

deep and large as to be able to manage seasonal draw down without losing surface water and continuity 

of surface flow however, the shallow riffles are the weak points in terms of surface flow continuity and the 

shallow connector braids (as shown in photo 3-6) and wide shallow riffle sections are prone to surface 

drying first and for longest in these systems seasonally. 

Where this occurs, the fauna occupying those riffles (more EPT fauna occupy these particular habitats 

than pools and runs) will either migrate laterally or more often move into the hyporheic zone (below the 

surface) and “chase” the water down if it continues to retreat. Species have been found to move several 

meters down into the hyporheic zone as required by the draw down. Fish passage throughout the system 

in low flow is retarded and the fish in residence often retreat first to the deeper run and pool areas or 

migrate downstream to more perennial areas. 

Photo 3-6 Habitat types of the Porangahau stream. 

 

Shallow run and riffle 

 

Riffle cross connection and shallow runs 

 

Main run and adjacent smaller riffle/ run 

 

Slow back water 
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Bend pool 

 

Deep run 

 

We assess this stream in the draw down to be of limited susceptibility and to be quite resilient to a 

potential tranche 2 water harvest draw down effect of the magnitude predicted.  

2.3.2 Makaretu River 

This is one of the larger Rivers of the basin and we include it here (acknowledging it is not a “small” 

stream) because of the absence of reference material related to this system (as opposed to the Tukituki 

and Waipawa rivers for example). Its headwaters are in the native forested slopes of the Ruahine 

Ranges. It has only a few tributaries sitting as it does in a long gorge like valley until about SH 50. Below 

SH50 its banks and system are more modified and suffer greater land use effects. Although generally 

willow lined the shade afforded the wetted stream is minimal. It joins the Tukipo at Pukeroa Forest just 

prior to merging with the Tukituki River. 

It is acknowledged as having a highly variable seasonal flow and surface water presence in which the 

fauna migrate in the hyporheic zone (Fowler and Scarsbrook 2002). 

We measured the channel at the Speedy’s Road bridge, low in its catchment. It is generally a willow lined 

river with a wide flood plain of gravels and cobble on one side and a willow lined pasture covered bank on 

the other. The fluvial deposition zone is about 25-30m and the normal wetted width of a channel between 

3 and 6 m. It is semi-braided in that it is generally one run but on occasions in the wider sections the main 

stem splits to have a smaller side channel joined by a shallow lateral riffle. Occasional generally 

disconnected backwater pools remnant of a higher flow or subsurface resurgence are present. The 

substrate is generally 10% large cobble, 35% small cobble, 40% gravels and 15% sands.  
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Photo 7-8 Makaretu Stream up and down stream of the road bridge 

 

 

Up stream of road bridge 

 

Downstream of road bridge 

 

The majority of the aquatic habitat is run habitat with numerous but shorter shallow riffle habitat. Run 

habitat was typically 5m wide and 300-350mm at its deepest which was over 2m centrally and flowing at 

around 0.5m/s. Or else there are very wide shallow riffle/run sections 11m wide, 9m of which is shallow 

(150mm), fast (0.6m/s) “riffle”, and then a deeper edge area of 400-600mm and flowing at 0.5m/s.  Riffles 

are typically lateral connectors between runs and are 100-200mm deep and 0.7m/s fast. Back waters are 

present, and these are small sections of lower cobble in which water separate to the main wetted area 

persists. They are variably deep some 100mm and drying, others with deeper “pool” areas 300-400mm. 

NIWA FWDB records from 2004 and 2011 indicate the presence of long fin and short fin eel, brown trout, 

dwarf galaxiid, common bully and Cran’s bully. 

Fowler (Fowler 2002) suggests that the macroinvertebrate benthic fauna was typical of a good quality 

braided river with a dominance of Deleatidium and an EPT proportional representation of around 60-80% 

(in the early 2000’s). LAWA data suggest that the EPT proportion has declined and is typically low at 20% 

but recently increased to 50 %. Upper Stream (SH50) measures show a “B” state river – MCI generally 

good to excellent – 110-130, QMCI good 5-6, strong EPT representation 50-60% of the taxa richness), 

the community at large has a mild to moderate loss of integrity. Fowler also showed that the recovery 

from the hyporheic zone of a typical and full assemblage could occur within 40 days and that the 

hyporheic zone is an important management strategy to cope with variable river levels, both flood and 

surface drying. 

LAWA suggests N and P issues are present, but clarity and turbidity are good.  
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Photo 9-13 Makaretu Stream habitat types 

 

Typical run 

 

A backwater “pool” 

 

Main stem run and a shallow short side route which 

is mainly shallow riffle 

 

Lateral connector riffle entering a deep run area 

 

Main stem run and a secondary edge tread whose connection is weak. 

 

2.3.3 Tukipo-Mangatewai Stream 

The Tukipo-Mangatewai is also a large open alluvial deposition plain stream which is semi braided and 

very similar in origin and form to the Makaretu. It is made up of the Mangatewai (the southern tributary) 
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and the Tukipo.  The Mangatewai a similar sized stream to the Tukipo with its headwaters in native 

forests of the Ruahine Ranges and passes east in gorges with riparian bush to around SH50 where it 

opens up and then joins to a similar sized Tukipo. The Tukipo, at SH 50 (above this confluence) is a 

complex of tributaries (Tangarewai Stream, Parikaka Stream and several unnamed and the Tukipo itself 

(the northern most of these tributaries). The larger tributaries also have their origins in the Ruahine 

ranges forests while the smaller tributaries appear spring feed in the hill county.  

We assess the Tukipo at the Burnside Road bridge intersect in a predicted draw down area. The fluvial 

deposition zone is around 50m. The wetted widths of the shallow runs and riffles is generally between 10 

and 15m. The substrate is generally 75% large cobble, 10% medium cobble, 5% small cobble, 5% gravel 

and 5 % boulder. There was a heavy cover of matting brown periphyton in excess of 90%. The hydrology 

of the surface flow is very variable with a myriad of different micro habitats, from shallow lateral riffles to 

small pools, bank side run deep areas, woody debris pools, runs of various widths and depths and 

velocities. It is one of the more variable instream habitats measured in the basin. Runs are typically 10-

12m wide and deep at 300-600mm with tapper shallow edges, at least 80% of the central measures are 

upward of 400mm with a velocity of between 0.3 and 0.5 m/s (average 0.24 m/s).  The riffles appear 

similar on the surface but are shallower (200mm) and faster average 0.4 m/s and maximums of 0.7-0. 

Some features are a mix of riffle and a run on one side. There are areas of backwater and smaller often 

discounted side channels. 

LAWA data shows the water quality to be challenged in terms of nitrogen compounds and DRP. The 

LAWA macroinvertebrate data show a representative EPT proportion in the benthic community (50-60% 

of the taxa present) and a normal but modified species richness – median 20. 

Dewson et al 2003 recorded an average (of 9 samples) of 17 taxa per sample, an EPT proportion of taxa 

o 60% and an MCI average of 112 and QMCI 5. These represent a relatively good, but modified, faunal 

assemblage (in 2003). As is often the case in modified braided rivers Elmids and Deleatidium dominant 

the assemblage with the Orthocladiinae, Pycnocentrodes, Austrosimulim and Aoeteapysche – relative 

tolerant species – also common. Fowler and Death (2000) in comparing river morphology decided that 

the communities of the more constrained Tukipo were different than the Waipawa, where the Tukipo 

housed caddis: Pycnocentria funerea, Aoteapsyche spp., and Elmidae while the Waipapa favoured 

Deleatidium.  

Photo 14-19 Tukipo - Mangatewai Stream up and down stream of the road bridge and then habitat type examples. 

 

Up stream of road bridge 

 

Down stream of road bridge 
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Side riffle of main stem 

 

Intermittent side channel 

 

Long wide riffles 

 

runs 

2.3.4 Tukipo tributary - Mangapohio 

Joining the Tukipo at the Burnside Road bridge is the Mangapohio Stream. This stream has its origins in 

springs in the low hills between the Makaretu and Mangatewai catchments (were at European settle a 

great swamp persisted) arising as many small streams with two main tributaries. It is entirely within the 

farmed landscape and is heavily modified in form and has very little by way of edge buffer or riparian 

woody vegetation (what is present is usually single or small clusters of willow and or poplar). It is 

straightened for some length prior to the confluence with the Tukipo.  The stream near the Tukipo 

confluence is a regular sided and uniform “trapezoid - 1m bed to top of bank and 3m wide. At survey the 

depth of water averaged 250mm across the wetted area with a regular velocity of 0.3 m/s. Gravel is 90% 

of the bed with the remaining 10% sediments.  
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Photo 20-21 Tukipo – Mangapohio tributary the two habitat types recorded. 

 

Willow complex at the confluence 

 

Typical form of the majority of the Mangapohio 

 

The stream is likely intermittent based on the declining trend in surface water to ground water (Baalousa 

2008, HBRC 20122) and absence of the catchment extending into the hill range west. The depths at 

survey for the size of catchment and size of channel given the wet summer of 2021-2022 further 

recommends this condition. 

It is highly likely that the Mangapohio also suffers from Nitrogen and DRP issues and its fauna will be a 

mollusc, diptera, beetle and caddis based tolerant fauna with an MCI around 90 and QMCI around 4. We 

assume the fish species found in the Tukipo upper reaches will also be present, i.e., long fin eel, brown 

trout and common bully. 

2.3.5 Ashley Farm drain 

The “Ashley farm” drain is an un-named small stream arising in farmlands just west of SH 50 (“Close 

Cods”) and joining the Tukipo a distance below the Burnside Road. It is an entirely pastural settling with 

no riparian vegetation other than pasture grasses and pasture weeds. The bed is heavily covered in 

Glyceria fluitans and Yorkshire fog. The regular run habitat is on average 160mm deep flowing at 0.3 m/s 

and is highly likely intermittent.  The instream values will be low, and the fauna heavily dominated by 

Potamopyrgus snail, midges (Chironomid and Orthoclads), worms and beetles. The MCI will be close to 

60 and QMCI close to 2. A degraded water quality is likely, and this stream will experience considerable 

variability in flow and quality seasonally to the point there only the most tolerant fauna persists. 
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Photo 22-23 Tukipo –Ashly farm drain upstream and downstream. 

 

Up stream of road culvert 

 

Down stream of road culvert 

2.3.6 Ashcott Road Tributary 

A little north of the Ashly farm stream (running north of and parallel to the Ashcott Rd) is another 

unnamed central basin small stream.  It too has its origin west of SH 50 but must further west in the low 

hill country at the end of the Tukituki Road from springs. The stream has few tributaries as it passes east 

parallel to Tukituki Road and under SH 50 at Ashcott bridge. Even at survey after the very wet summer at 

the Burnside Road culvert the stream was dry, and it is likely the stream is dry every year and normally 

for a considerable period of the middle to late summer. Given the absence of macrophyte over the bed it 

is likely that the ground water level is some distance from the surface, were as pasture grasses have 

invaded the bed in the reach above the road. It is doubtful this stream supports aquatic fauna other than 

periodic (seasonal) macroinvertebrates such as midges. At the lower intersection with Ashcott Road, near 

its confluence with the Tukipo, the stream has water as a deep slow run (depth around 900m across a 

uniform trapezoid channel 4m wide) with submerged islands of soft sediment and oxygen weed.  

Photo 24-25 Ashcott Road tributary – upstream and downstream. 

 

Up stream 

 

Down stream 
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 Black Stream Parsons Rd branch 

Towards the “pinch” point of the Tukituki system near Waipukurau ground water is surfacing as the 

limestone hills east block general eastward movement of water, and all the joining tributaries are deep 

and slow run systems or wetland. The Black Stream complex has several arms (Parsons and Woodbrook 

we name after the local features). The Black Stream complex is short arising between plantation road and 

Ongaonga road as springs. The entire system is in farmland although the middle and lower system has 

appreciable edge willow forest. The upper reaches and sprig heads are unbuffered and managed and 

have considerably less water than the middle and lower reaches.  

The Parsons Road arm (the southern tributary) has two main tributaries a long northern tributary and a 

short southern. It is the southern however that holds most of the water. This tributary is predominantly a 

long deep run in a trapezoid channel. It is heavily infested with edge macrophyte (Appium nodiflorum and 

water cress) but has a faster flowing deeper centre. Typically run depth 500mm and 3-4m wide run with 

soft damp edges of macrophyte. The bed is 100% clay and sediments. There are deep 1.5m + holes and 

bend pools. Joining side tributaries are straight trapezoid cut drains 100% dense in submerged 

macrophyte (G. fluitans, Potamogeton crispus and oxygen weed) and soft sediment substrate.  

Photo 26-27 Black Stream Parsons Branch – upstream and downstream. 

 

Looking up stream - deep run 

 

Looking down stream 

 

In the upper reach there is an open raupo macrophyte area, possibly once a pond. The willow cover is 

reduced, and this expanded area has 100% cover of false water celery and water cress over a dense and 

deep layer of muds and organic (anaerobic) material. The water depth in this feature at the false surface 

(root matt) is 200-300m but beneath the root matting surface there is another 1m plus of water and soft 

anaerobic sediments. There is no flow in this “wetland” feature. 

The northern tributary is, not long up stream after the confluence, a willow wetland as the channel dries 

up and there is little surface water and no definable channel. The ground tier under a dense willow 

canopy is largely Carex secta, lotus, water pepper, water cress, black berry monkey musk, karamu, mint, 

occasional flax, water fern etc. An exotic /native ground tier under willow wetland.  The instream fauna in 

this soft macrophyte dominated stream will be a low MCI (60-80) simple but abundant low richness 

community of snails, flys and worms. 
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Photo 26-27 Black Stream Parsons Branch – upstream and downstream. 

 

Deep run, slumping banks, macrophyte edges 

 

Shallower run on a bend under willow 

 

Photo 28-33 Black Stream Parsons Branch – Habitat types. 

 

The branch point of the two contributing tributaries 

 

Lateral drain tributary 

 

Raupo and macrophyte expanded area 

 

The northern branch wetland 
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2.3.7 Black Stream Woodbrock 

Very similar to the small Parsons branch, the Woodbrock tributary is another deep slow run on soft 

sediments with willow cover and extensive edges of macrophyte in its lower middle reach. However, 

nearer the Fairfield Road culverts both branches of the stream are shallow managed, regular sided 

channels 200-300mm deep, 3m wide flowing slowly (0.2 m/s). At survey the landowner informed us that 

the channels had recently been cleaned (dug out) which is a periodic activity and so their condition was A 

typical.  Upstream of the road the channel is obscure and the flows from the spring “unreliable” which is to 

say they do not flow year-round. It is our opinion that the deep runs seen downstream are ground water 

resurgence along the bed and not a specific spring feed. 

Photo 34-38 Black Stream Woodbrock Branch – up and down stream of road bridge and habitat examples. 

 

Looking up stream at Parson Road 

 

Looking down stream 

 

Typical run 

 

Upstream at Fairfield Road, recently cleaned “drain” 
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Looking up stream at the spring origin off Fairfield 

Road. 

2.3.8 Waipawamate Stream 

We were unbale to see this stream, which runs east and near Black Stream. However, it is very likely to 

be of a similar character and condition to Black Stream given it arises as spring in a similar location has a 

similar catchment on the same soils in the same location. It too is likely to be a deep run system prior to 

its joining with the Kahahakuri Stream. 

 Ongaonga Stream 

The Ongaonga Stream has its headwaters in the Ruahine foothills near Blackburn and is comprised of 

many small tributaries arising as springs. It passes east parallel with Ngaruru Road entering Ongaonga 

under SH 50 and east to connect with the Tukituki a little south of Ongaonga.  Just above SH50 it is 

joined by a large system of tributaries from about Blackburn Road area and is doubled in size at this 

point.  The confluence is under a dense willow stand and passes from a deep pool (>2m) through cobble 

and willow root riffles and falls into the joint stream. Above this the Ongaonga is a complex cobble 

bottomed stream amongst mature willow with willow root riffles and pools and runs. The runs are 

generally deep and wide 700mm and 6-7m wide flowing at 0,1 m/s. Pools are either small inter-willow 

areas 300-400mm or deep well-established areas at bends (1.2m deep) . Riffles were only found in the 

willow dense area of the lower SH50 area and are 100-150mm deep short (2m) sections of falls over 

willow root mats. The middle reaches have a wide buffer of pine and willow and blackberry either side of 

the stream. 

Photo 39-42 Ongaonga Stream  – habitat examples. 

 

Small falls and run leading to confluence  

 

Deep pool 
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Root mat riffle 

 

Long deep wide runs 

2.3.9 Ongaonga valley central 

There are three streams between Ngaruru and Pettit Roads, the Ongaonga Stream (descried above) 

north, a southern stream alongside Pettit Road and a shorter central valley stream.  

The central valley stream is ephemeral or at least only flows weakly in the winter season. Its channel is 

largely overgrown in wet pasture and wet adapted exotic species and the banks and bed are largely 

undifferentiated between the paddock and “stream”. The bed and channel have little aquatic habitat value 

and only a semi-aquatic macroinvertebrate fauna with a dominance in snails and worms and no fish 

species. 

Photo 43-44 Ongaonga central valley tributary  – overview and the common habitat type. 

 

Looking down into the valley 

 

A typical section in pasture 

 

2.3.10 Ongaonga valley south (Tahunga) 

This is the tributary north of Pettit Road which like the Pettit valley central tributary is an intermittent 

meandering stream, with persistent bend pools but otherwise little to no sustained aquatic ecological 

habitat. It is a little largely and long than the central valley example but is of a similar intermittent low 
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aquatic persistence and value habitat .  The inter bend runs and riffles were commonly less than 100mm 

deep and 1m wide and these features generally dry for significant portions of the year leaving the bend 

pool holding the only aquatic habitat. These pools are commonly 3000-400mm deep and covered in 

floating sweet grass. 

Photo 45-46 Ongaonga south valley tributary  –common within pasture habitat types. 

 

A typical riffle/run section 

 

A run and bend pool 

 

The channel and flows get more persistence lower in the catchment but as the path nears the confluence 

with the north draining main stem of the Blackburn complex the channel narrows and deepens but little 

water flows to the confluence. 

2.3.11 Pettit Valley North system (just south of Pettit Road). 

The tributary has one of the better flows of the Blackburn complex. It originates near Blackburn adjacent 

to the Ongaonga stream. A cobble bedded stream on papa with eroding tall conglomerate banks and 

areas of softer cobble beaches in macrophyte. As most streams in the area, it is a series of riffles, pools 

and runs. The riffles are shallow (100-150mm) and of moderate speed (0.3-0.4 m/s) main stem 

components or else more shallow smaller side flow features (50mm and 0.2m/s). These smaller lateral 

riffles are intermittent. The pools are commonly 500-800mm deep and 3-5m long with clean papa bottoms 

most often on bends.  The runs are commonly 300-500mm deep and cobble and gravel on papa.  The 

papa is significant in that this is a separating layer between surface flow and ground water. This tributary 

supplies the majority of the lower combined Blackburn main stem after the Pettit Road bridge. 
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Photo 47-50 Pettit north valley tributary  – typical habitat types. 

 

Looking down stream 

 

A cobble run to riffle section 

A slow run section 
 

A pool with papa solid bed and light sediment 

 

The riparian condition includes a range of native species including mature kanuka but is generally 

scattered with greater cover in the headwaters and much less nearer the lower reaches.  We suggest that 

the macroinvertebrate fauna is better than the typical perennial system with a good proportion of EPT 

taxa and MCI typically >110 and QMCI >5. We suggest this will be variable and of less quality so lower in 

the catchment, but at the upper road bridge the levels of clean cobble and periphyton, edge buffers and 

macrophyte level; clarity of water and a high diversity of hydraulic pattern is suggestive of a reasonable 

macroinvertebrate fauna. Fish species are also likely to be relatively representative for such an inland 

area (Crans bully, upland bully, both eel species, torrent fish, dwarf galaxiid) similar to the assemblage in 

the Ongaonga. 
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2.3.12 Pettit valley central  

This, like others west of SH50 in small valleys, is a highly meandering low flow intermittent small stream 

channel (1m or less) that is largely dry between persistent bend pools. In appearance it mimics 

Ongaonga central valley system. 

2.3.13 Black burn Road complex 

This complex of small streams is in the paddocks around Blackburn Road and are unnamed. They all lie 

between the Tukituki and Pettit Road, and all eventually bring water to the ongaonga and so eventually 

the Tukituki River.  

There are three streams in the Pettit valley (between the Pettit Road and Blackburn Road).  The northern 

most is the largest system arising near Blackburn (like the Ongaonga itself), the central valley system is a 

short inter-hill ephemeral channel like that of the Ongaonga valley central. The southernmost runs along 

Blackburn valley Road and is similar to that of the southern Ongaonga valley example.  Then there are 

three tributaries that lie between the Tukituki River and Blackburn Road that travel in a more north-

easterly direction. The major flows of this system come from the tributary south and parallel to the Pettit 

Road. The other tributaries are intermittent or better described as ephemeral.  

2.3.14 Blackburn north valley 

The tributary running just north of Blackburn Road originates part way up the valley and passes under 

Blackburn Road to join the main stem of the lower Blackburn.  Flow is weak and it is likely the tributary is 

dry or near surface dry most of the year. The channel is without buffer and for the most part has grazed 

grass edging. The channel is formed into a regular straightened drain in the lower reach prior to the 

confluence at the Blackburn Road. There is little by way of quality or sustained aquatic habitat in this 

tributary. 

Photo 51-52 Blackburn north valley tributary  – typical habitat types. 

 

Up stream 

 

Down stream 
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2.3.15 Blackburn central valley 

The central tributary contains the majority of the water in this part of the complex. It also originates in the 

middle valley near Totaranui possibly associated with the Tukituki River and river lateral terrace flows.  

Flow through a double barrel culvert is only through one pipe passing over a willow root riffle and as a 

very slow run through the culvert (230mm deep). The downstream side is a poo 350mm and then narrows 

to a small channel heavily covered on weeds, old woody and willow branches and blackberry. The 

substrate is mainly sediment, and the channel is, on average, 1 m wide, 200mm deep and 0.1 m/s with 

periodic wider deeper run and long pool sections (400-500mm deep). 

Photo 53-54 Blackburn central valley – typical habitat types. 

 

Up stream 

 

Down stream 

 

2.3.16 Blackburn southern tributary 

There was no flow at survey (photo (55) of stream as it joined the road). 

 

 Blackburn main stem running across the valleys  

The main stem described above passes north-east until Pettit Road where it has been joined by two small 

tributaries and then the larger Blackburn sth tributary. Beyond the Road bridge the main stem is 

predominantly a series of narrow and wide runs with very occasional riffle sections. The deep runs are 
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joined from the true left by the Pettit and Ongaonga valley tributaries, although these contribute very small 

amounts of water. The substrates are a mix of gravels and small cobble and sands and sediment.   

Photo 56-61 Blackburn main stem  – typical habitat types. 

 

Just below road bridge, pools and riffles 

 

Typical willow run 

 

A riffle/run section under willow depending on flow 

quantity 

 

A deep run section 
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A short riffle 

 

Large pool and Ongaonga stream confluence 

 

2.3.17 2 Mile Creek (Glenal Road) 

The locally referenced “2-mile creek” is a small stream system arising from, we assume, springs about 

Holden Road in foothills. The two main tributaries (north and south arms) meet along Glenal Von Road 

near SH 50 and drain east to the Mangaoho Stream. The southern arm was dry at survey above and 

below Glenal Von Road. The north arm was explored up to the QEII bush. It is a meandering shallow 

narrow channel system with only partially surface waters (occasional run flows of 50-150mm). It is a 

series of near dry runs/riffles and bend pools. The pools retain surface water 300-400 deep covered 

generally in G. fluitans, while the majority of the system is covered in pasture grasses, Yorkshire fog and, 

macrophytes. The stream system above SH 50 is best described as ephemeral (Landowner observations 

(W. Buchan Pers Com) over many years states the stream only “flows” for about 3 months of the year). 

The paddock above SH 50 is a deep set dug out run which while it does have a flow, that flow is clearly 

related to a number of tile drains draining the surrounding paddocks (once a wetland area).   

Photo 62-67 2 Mile Creek  – typical habitat types. 

 
Northern branch meander of little clear form 

 
A bend pool example 
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Looking below Glenal Von road culvert 

 
Tile drain flow inflow slow run near SH 50 

  
 

At the Butler Road intercept Water has accrued in the stream and it flows as a uniform slow run  

2.3.18 Mangaoho Stream – Rathbone arm 

The Mangaoho stream system (an ONF) is one of the major northern tributaries of the Mangaonuku 

Stream system. It has its headwaters in the Forested Wakarara Ranges and those foothills and has a 

reasonable amount of native riparian vegetation in its upper catchment. The main branch is that which 

passes south of Tikokino as a semi-braided cobble bottom stream (there are some few occasions of two 

channels or a minor side channel).  The system is a run and riffle one where the fluvial deposition zone is 

around 10-15m wide and the wetted widths of runs typically 5-6m.  The runs are variable deep (400-

500mm) with a shallowing edge but rarely uniform across as are many other cobble streams in the basin. 

Riffles are shallow connectors between the deeper run sections and are typically 100mm deep and 0.6 

m/s at the Thalweg.  
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Photo 68-71 Mangaoho Stream – Rathbone arm – typical habitat types. 

 

Run and riffle pattern 

 

A deeper run area 

 

Shallow connector riffle 

 

A slow riffle/run under the SH50 bridge 

 

The substrate is predominantly gravel in the runs and a varied mix of cobbles in the riffles. Below Holden 

Road there is little riparian vegetation and farming practices are generally against the wider banks with 

scatter willow areas. There is no water quality data to our knowledge, but LAWA shows that for the lower 

Mangaonuku downstream of the confluence with the Mangaoho there are Nitrogen compound issues and 

DRP issues. Given the condition of a large proportion of the headwater of the Mangaoho the water quality 

in this particular tributary is likely better than that of the Mangaonuku. In a similar vein the Mangaonuku 

has a poor MCI (98) and QMCI rating (3.8) with a lower taxa richness than should be expected but a 

reasonable EPT representation in the community. We consider given the substrate present and the 

heterogeneity of flows etc that the Mangaoho as a responses EPT but one use to periodic low flow no 

flows especially in the riffles. An adjacent landowner reflected on the persistence of dry periods annually 

in this stream. Given the connectivity of this tributary it is reasonable to expect all those fish recorded in 

the Mangaonuku and Waipawa to be present but also those of the upper catchment less likely to persist 

in the lower more open rivers. We suggest the following species will be present: long fin eel, short fin eel, 

torrent fish, Crans bully, dwarf galaxiids, rainbow trout, upland bully.  Brown trout and koaro may also be 

present.  
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2.3.19 Mangaoho Stream - Tinokino arm 

A northern arm of the Mangaoho. It runs through Tinokino from a headwater near “Kev’s corner” on 

Smedley Road. At the township the stream is a 1m wide run with grass edges and a uniform channel with 

water 250mm flowing at 0.3 m/s. While the channel widens downstream the run and its nature remain 

similar. The substrate is 90% sediment, 10% gravels and macrophyte, submerged Glyceria is common. 

Photo 72-73 Mangaoho Stream – Tinokino arm – typical habitat types. 

 

Up stream of SH 50 

 

Downstream of SH 50 

2.3.20 Lower Mangaoho Stream  

Between Butler Road and SH50 the various tributaries (Rathbone and Tikokino) converge and the 

Mangaoho is a single thread with no other substantive tributary connection until it joins the Mangaonuku. 

In its lower catchment the Mangaoho (at Butler Road) is at its largest and flows more or less as a slow 

run with few riffles. The depths of the run are typically towards 900mm and slow (0.1 m/s) while the riffles 

are shallow (150mm) and fast (0.8m/s). This is stable aquatic habitat. 

Photo 74-75 Lower Mangaoho Stream –typical habitat types. 

 
Butler Road interception up stream and  

 
Down stream 
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2.3.21 Mangamauku 

This stream lies in a narrow west-east catchment between Smedley Road and Matheson Road originating 

in the Wakarara Ranges foothills. It joins the Mangaonuku Stream a little down stream of SH 50. It is a 

stream with numerous gorge features and has native riparian vegetarian for much of its upper half and 

patches below SH50.  It is not a braided stream, containing largely a single uniform passage.  It is a wide 

relatively uniform series of shallow runs and riffles with few pools and fewer back waters.  A typical riffle is 

6m wide and has a depth of 200 ant its deepest and 40mm from the edges and flows at around 0.6 m/s. 

medium cobble dominants the riffle bed with small cobble and gravels accounting for 25%. Runs are 4-

6m wide and 200-300mm deep flowing at 0.4m/s. The beds of the runs are over 80% non-compacted 

gravels. There are small occasional pools (400mm deep by 2mX2m).  

Photo 76-81 Mangamauku Stream –typical habitat types. 

 
Upstream willow edged shallow riffle 

 
Downstream run to riffle 

 
A small back water channel 

 
Wide shallow runs 
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Debris pools alongside the bank 

 
Lower river at Wharetoka Rd 

2.3.22 Kahahakuri Stream 

The Kahahakuri Stream starts in the narrow valley between Ngaruru and Wakarara roads near the upper 

end of the Ngaruru Road amongst low hills as, we assume, springs (sth branch) and near Blackburn (nth 

branch). The southern branch passes under SH50 between Ngaruru and Wakarara Roads, the northern 

system starts as springs up around Blackburn and passes north of Wakarara Road and across SH50 at 

Chesterman’s Bridge and re-joins the Kahahakuri down stream of intersection with Plantation Road.  

 Spring hill /reserve tributary - northern branch 

At the end of McLeod’s Road is Springhill reserve, a small forest remanet. Through this remnant but 

otherwise having passed through the surrounding landscape is one of the Kahahakuri tributaries. Within 

the bush remnant the stream is a shallow (<100mmn) run system on a gravel bed. While there is an 

abundance of organic matter, woody debris and an absence of macrophyte and periphyton the water 

depth is low and seasonally the system is likely to surface dry, with few pools to retain the aquatic 

community. Nevertheless, it is likely that EPT are prominent in the forest remnant but otherwise the open 

farmed tributary is very similar to all the other western valley streams such as those of the Ongaonga 

valley and Pettit valley, of low condition. 

Photo 82 Spring Hill reserve tributary under bush. 

 
Sparse surface water in a run under the forest canopy 
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 McLeod’s Bridge  

A combined tributary (of 5-7 small tributaries) draining the upper basin through farmland passes under 

McLeod’s Road bridge. Here the stream is likely a perennial run under willow riparian, and with a clear 

cobble substrate. 
 

Photo 83-84 Kahahakuri tributary under McLeod’s Bridge. 

 
McLeod Rd bridge up stream 

 
McLeod Rd bridge down stream 

 

 Caldwell Road bridge 

Further downstream this northern branch passes under Caldwell Bridge again as a shallow run some 

200mm deep. Upstream of the bridge the banks are low, and pasture dominated, and the stream 

resembles the other western small valley systems. Downstream somewhere between this point and SH50 

all of the water is lost from the system. 

 
Photo 85-86 Kahahakuri tributary under Caldwell Road. 

 
Wakarara Rd bridge up stream 

 
Wakarara Rd bridge down stream 
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 Southern branch at SH50 

At SH50 the south branch is a run system with macrophyte edges generally grazed periodically to and 

through the stream. The runs are 1-2m wide and Ca. 250-350mm deep flowing at 0.3-0.7m/s with a 

cobble substrate. Bends are deeper at 300-400mm as either fast runs or deeper pools (500-600mm). 

Glyceria fluitans and water cress (Roripa) are dominant edges. The amount of water and quality of 

substrate in this valley centre stream is greater than those south (2 mile, Blackburn of Pettit valleys) and 

presents a more permeant stable aquatic habitat. The habitat is good for eel and koura but will only carry 

a moderate MCI assemblage with few EPT and will be snail dominated. 

Below SH 50 and near / at Plantation Road intersect the amount of water has increased but the system 

remains a macrophyte bed with a central run channel with predominantly now soft sediments.  By the 

Plantation Road bridge position, the runs are 3-4m wide and 300-400mm deep with substantive 

macrophyte damp edges and submerged macrophyte growths in stream on clays and sediment.  

 Chesterman’s Bridge (nth branch) 

This unnamed system originates near the Ongaonga system in the foothills about Blackburn. It passes 

through the upper plains between Woodside and Alderwood (including Springhill reserve) where it 

combines the five main tributaries before passing under Wakarara Road. From here it travels as two 

branches to Chesterman’s Bridge at SH50. After this the channel passes east to cross Plantation Road 

and joins the Kahahakuri stream.  At SH50 and below, the bed was dry (at survey), and it is likely that it is 

typically dry. Of note up stream is a “dam” but without a reservoir behind it and the stream behind this 

concrete feature still has no water. The channel was seen as totally dry again at the plantation road 

crossing. 

However up stream of a point between the dam and Wakarara road bridge (close to the road bridge) the 

system has water and aerial photographs suggest that the water only appears on the surface in a tree 

cluster near Wakarara road.  It may be there is a surface take present that causes this result but it sems 

unlikely that there would be a take of all the surface water. Above the Wakarara road bridge the stream is 

larger long meandering runs.  

Photo 87-89 Kahahakuri tributary Chesterman’s Bridge and downstream at Plantation Road. 

 
Chesterman’s bridge up stream 

 
Chesterman’s bridge down stream 
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At plantation rd bridge 

 

 

 Southern branch SH50. 

The Kakahakuri southern tributary branch is much as any other western valley draining pasture covered 

run and bend pool system. Heavy impacted by farming, of limited aquatic sensitivity and experiences low 

to no flow summer runs and retains some pool habitat but with little to no suitable fish habitat.  

Photo 87-88 southern SH50 Kahahakuri tributary under SH50 Road. 

 
Upstream - low flow runs in pasture 

 
Down stream 
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 Lower Kahahakuri Southern Branch Plantation Rd 

The middle Kakahakuri main stem through pasture as a deeper larger slow run system with substantive 
edge and submerged macrophyte.  Heavy impacted by farming, of limited aquatic sensitivity. 

Photo 87-88 Kahahakuri tributary under Plantation Road. 

 
Lower Kahahakuri -down stream  

 
Up stream 

2.3.23 Richardson’s Bridge tributary 

Not far north is another stream in a similar setting but smaller catchment in a narrow catchment between 

Matheson Road and Gwavas Road. It arises from a small series of foothills east of the main ranges. Not 

far below SH50 the stream joins the Mangaonuku Stream. The stream is a narrow run dominated system 

with a strong macrophyte cover, both submerged and emergent macrophyte beds. The fast runs are 

250mm deep 1m wide, 0.3-0.7 m/s fast and predominantly with medium cobble (80%).  Two main 

branches drain the wider valley and meet at a pine stand near SH50. The tributary under pine is wide, 

shallow and open on cobble with no macrophyte; the branch that is in the rank pasture is in a gorge 

setting. There are many bend pools some of which are deepened areas with cliff faces above them. 

These pools are often 500-600mm deep and 0.3m/s.  Periphyton cover is prominently outside of the edge 

macrophyte cover. Bends have deeper pools (300-0400mm). The substrate was loose and little sign of 

sediment imbednesss. This stream has reduced effects related to land use and associated better water 

quality as evidenced by the periphyton and macrophyte and will correspondingly have a mixed aquatic 

macroinvertebrate fauna of both Deleatidium and Elmid beetles, snails and chironomids as well as 

caddisfly. Upland bully, Crans bully and both eel species are likely.  
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Photo 89-94 Richardson’s bridge tributary  - example habitat types. 

 
Macrophyte wet edged meandering runs 

 
Wider cobble system under SH 50 bridge 

 
A pool with gravel bed 

 
Shaded wider, less macrophyte, run under pine 

 
Heavy submerged macrophyte runs 

 
The meander pattern of run and bend pool 
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2.3.24 Mangamate Stream 

This stream originates in tributaries within an extensive pine forest plantation with two main arms. It 

passes through a long area of native riparian bush prior to passing under SH50 and then shortly 

confluences with the Mangaonuku Stream. It has a wide-open cobble flood plain and a series of slow runs 

with periodic short riffle sections as well as long deeper bend pools. The runs are typically only 3-4m wide 

(at survey) with cobble beaches and flowing at around 0.1-0.2 m/s. The riffles are shallow at 70-100mm 

deep and 3-4m wide flowing at 0.3 m/s.  The shallow wide cobble expanse, even in the wet summer of 

2022, suggest this stream naturally dry’s considerably through at least the riffle sections.  The deepest 

sections are again the bend pools which are 800-900mm deep and 10m long. While there are good native 

forest riparian areas up stream, the lower river is largely without shade. Lower in the catchment the 

stream is more a continuous run, wider and deeper at 240mm and 4-5m wide flowing at 0.2m/s. The 

substrate is 40% gravel, 50% sand and 10% cobble in the lower reach but 90% gravel and 10% cobble in 

the middle reach.  The substrates are loose and the hyporheic zone is likely play a critical seasonal role in 

sustaining the macroinvertebrate community in this stream which is likely to be EPT proportionally strong 

and focused on caddisfly. 

Photo 95-100 Mangamate Stream - example habitat types. 

 
Reach above SH 50 bridge – shallow run and 

riffle 

 
Reach below SH50 – shallow run 
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Upstream small pools and riffles Downstream long run 

 
Lower reach deeper runs and bend pools and 

backwater 

 
Lower Mangamate wider run 

 

2.3.25 Creek Road – Mangamate tributary 

A short, small tributary draining partially from a native bush area above SH 50 and the foothills above this 

feature. The stream is akin to the Ongaonga/Pettit/Blackburn valley tributaries in that it is a small pasture 

dominated edge meandering stream 2m wide with shallow intermittent riffles between long runs and bend 

pools. The habitat proportions are 20% pool, 70% run, 10% riffle.  The run features are uniform shaped 

channels 200-300mm deep and 0.1 m/s with Glyceria fluitans throughout. The pools are 400-500mm 

deep no flow and associated with bends were the inner bend with a macrophyte cover. The riffles are 

infrequent and shallow 50-70mm 2m wide and flowing at 0.3m/s over a dense sward of Glyceria and wet 

pasture species.  

Photo 101-104 Mangamate Stream tributary =Creek Road - example habitat types. 

 
Deeply incised run 

 
A bend pool 
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Typical open run 

 
Flood plain path pattern 

2.3.26 General upstream statistics 

In the Ruataniwha basin we field surveyed 28 streams at sometimes several locations and made cross 

sectional measures of 10 pools, 40 run reaches and 22 riffle reaches.  

Disregarding the west-east losing to gaining groundwater aspect and increasing flow from increasing 

tributary inflows and substrate differences, pools are deeper, regardless of where, than runs which are 

deeper than riffles (Figure 12). In the Ruataniwha basin the average pool of a small stream is 650mm 

deep ± 400mm, the average run is 330mm ± 200mm and the average riffle is 130 ± 80mm deep. 

 

 
Figure 12. Summary graph of the average depth of the three different habitats measured across all streams. 

 

While the larger braided and semi-braided systems are cobble dominated some of the smaller single 

thread systems are cobble and gravel dominated. The eastern most slow run small streams and the 

western most small valley systems are predominately more sediment-based streams. 
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Figure 13 Averaged substrate types by habitat type 

Pools generally accumulate sediments and sands; runs gravels to medium cobbles; and riffles larger 

cobble, as dictated by the velocity of the water and flow impediments. Few streams had loose gravel and 

cobble beds and where not imbedded by many years of sediment deposition. Field observations suggest 

that while the hard bottomed streams present have a hyporheic zone they are compromised by long term 

sedimentation. The soft bottom streams such as Blacks Stream which are largely sediments and sands 

likely have little in the way of a hyporheic zone. 

3.0 General aquatic ecology of the streams 

In this survey work no instream surveys of macroinvertebrates, fish, periphyton, macrophyte, or water 

quality were made. Observations were made of the suitability of the aquatic habitat conditions for 

macroinvertebrate community types, fish species, etc. This we consider sufficient with published literature 

to inform a decision as to the likely effects of a diminished surface water condition.  

The HBRC has published ecological research related to the Ruataniwha plans (e.g. HBRC 2003). In that 

publication they relate their findings on surface water ecology of 18 streams. There are a number of 

surface water and ground water monitoring sites managed by HBRC. 

Water quality monitoring generally shows the surface waters of streams in the basin to be meso to 

eutrophic (i.e., enriched). The periphyton load in the Waipawa at SH 50 in does not always meet MfE 

periphyton abundance guidelines (AFDW) and this is the case of a number of the cobble-based streams 

in the basin. Records in the Mangaonuku and Tukituki generally meet guideline thresholds in the 

Ruataniwha plains. Periphyton issues may be year to year highly variable even given the oversupply of 

nutrient and while water depth, light penetration and water temperature (all connected) influence 

periphyton abundance, nutrient is key and can override those other factors. 

3.1 Macroinvertebrates 

The Macroinvertebrate Communities have been recorded periodically.  In 2003 MCI data for the 

Mangaonuku, Waipawa at SH 50 and the Tukituki at SH 50 was generally Excellent (MCI> 120 

(generally). Recent monitoring records suggest a substantive change over time. HBRC SOE data as 

published on the internet show the MCI of Mangaonuku (at Tikokino Rd) to fluctuate between 80 and 100.  
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The Kahahakuri to be trending down since 213 from around 100 to 75.  The Waipawa to be trending 

down from 120 to 80.   

In 2003 HBCR mapped and summed the condition of the main waterways (Figure 14). Typically, they 

ranked class 2 and 3, modified or in moderate condition. LAWA data for the Kahahakuri, Mangaonuku, 

Tukipo, Makaretu, all suggest a trending decline in condition since early 2000’s.  

 

Figure 14 . HBRC analysis results indicating habitat quality and nature of the flows - northern basin. 

The recorded condition locations (HBRC 2003) are similar to the locations of this report’s surveys. Of note 

is that the small streams (Mangamate, Mangamauku, Mangaoho) have modified, class 3, communities 

and are likely to be in poorer condition than this graphic of 2003 reports (Figure 15). Of note is the 

Richardson’s bridge (unlabelled) is recorded as dry above SH50, and areas of Mangamate are also dry 

(seasonally). 

 

Figure 15. HBRC analysis results indicating habitat quality and nature of the flows – Central basin 

Tukituki River and tributaries generally also have only a moderate assemblage quality (the upper 

Kahahakuri being the exception in 2003). 
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Figure 16 HBRC analysis results indicating habitat quality and nature of the flows – Southern basin 

HBRC found in their data that there was a reasonable correlation between riparian condition and 

macroinvertebrate MCI (Figure 17). Riparian habitat cover, because of the role it plays in temperature 

regulation in the main, can mitigate nutrient, periphyton and contaminant load effects.  

 

Figure 17. HBRC MCI results across the basin. 

 

All the sites measured that are in the draw down area of the recent proposal ranked predominantly poor 

or very poor (Figure 18). HBRC data show that the larger streams affected are likely to be class 2 (good) 

and the smaller one’s class 3 (poor) (this is the majority of those affected). It is likely, given the 

observations on site of the habitat, that the common fauna assemblage is dominated by: Potamopyrgus, 

Chironomids, elmids, Deleatidium and Pycnocentrodes. 
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Figure 18 Summary of HBRC analysis stream quality. 

In essence the project area has few scattered good areas amongst a common poor condition (Figure 18). 

3.2 Stygofauna 

Subterranean life is divided into two classes of animals, stygofauna and troglofauna. Stygofauna refers to 

all aquatic fauna in a groundwater environment, and troglofauna are associated with caves and spaces 

above the water table, but still part of the aquifer system. There are no known cave or karst systems 

associated with the Ruataniwha aquifer system.  Stygofauna are aquatic animals which live in 

groundwater permanently (and generally deeply) and are not just visitors of the hyporheic during low 

surface flows.  

They have adapted to life underground (i.e., no body pigments, no or very small eyes, elongated bodies, 

elongated antennae), survive on a limited food supply and are extremely energy efficient. Stygofauna 

feed on plankton, bacteria and plants found in streams and are thought to live longer than other species.  

Stygofauna also cycle nutrients within groundwater systems and assist with keeping the finer pore spaces 

in the aquifer open, by ingesting and digesting bacteria, allowing water to flow through these tiny spaces.  

While few studies have been undertaken looking into aquifer ecosystems in New Zealand, it is believed 

that New Zealand’s stygofauna is widespread and diverse, with high endemism. In the Ruataniwha 

aquifer system, none of the aquifers appear to be totally isolated, which suggests stygofauna species 

distributions, including any short-range endemics, will be relatively widespread through the whole aquifer 

system. 
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Given their depth in the under-surface gravels, tolerance to environmental change, low energy 

requirements, mobility and widespread distribution in the basin the changes predicted are unlikely to 

affect this component of the river system at all. 

3.3 Fish 

The NIWA Freshwater data base is limited in its records across the Ruataniwha plains. There are records 

around the main rivers but few related in the smaller streams and tributaries. Records appear to range 

from 1984 to 2005.  The Hawkes Bay Regional Council “fish finder” (which includes the NIWA data base 

data) shows a 2004 result in the Mangaonuku at Wharetoka rd end and reports Crans bully, dwarf 

galaxiid, torrent fish, long fin eel and rainbow trout. At SH50 it reports in the Mangamauku (tributary) 

dwarf galaxiid, longfin eel, torrent fish and rainbow trout. Further upstream koaro. In the main stem of the 

Mangaonuku at SH (in 1986) it reports smelt, Crans bully, dwarf galaxiid, shortfin eel, torrent fish. At the 

Mangaonuku stream – Tinokino Road intersection it records (in 1984) brown trout, common smelt, dwarf 

galaxiid, long and short fin and torrent fish. At the same location (more or less) in 2005 it records common 

smelt, Crans bully, dwarf galaxiids, long fin eel, torrent fish and rainbow trout. The fauna looks consistent 

in having Crans bully, long fin eel, dwarf galaxiid and trout. 

In the Mangaoho near SH50 it records in 1988 Crans bully dwarf galaxiid long and short fin eel and 

torrent fish. In 2005: dwarf galaxiid long fin eel 

Ongaonga has records of Crans bully and dwarf galaxiids. Black stream has records of common bully, 

common smelt, Crans bully, dwarf galaxiids, inanga, long fin eel, short fin eel and torrent fish. 

The Kahahakuri has records of brown trout, common smelt, Crans bully and long fin eel. 

The fish fauna in the various sampled smaller tributaries is relatively diverse given the situation, i.e., 

inland (Ca 100km) and in streams that reputedly are surface dry most years for the summer months.   

4.0 Stream summary 

The small waterways are generally in poor condition while retaining a hard bottom, generally lacking good 

riparian cover and diversity (willow in the main) and suffering summer low flow and even surface 

depletion. The invertebrate fauna remains marginally good but tilting to poor, and fish fauna while 

representative in the bigger systems, will be reduced to 3 or 4 species in the smaller tributaries. Of note is 

the strong presence of Dwarf galaxiids in the records. The values at large in the small streams can be 

considered low to moderate (moderate where threatened and at-risk species persist). 

The small streams have likely been diminishing in quality over the last 20 years as suggested by 

comparison between the MCI indices of 2003 and the recent scores. This most likely means a relatively 

simple and insensitive fauna   

Springs are not in the west they are generally in the east (Baalousha 2008), so the western small streams 

are very vulnerable to seasonal drying and do not have much stability. 
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5.0 Inglis bush 

A question arose in regard to Inglis bush (Figure 19) as to whether it was potentially vulnerable to 

hydrological change related to the application and that submitters speculated that the bush was wetland 

and had been in decline because of historic irrigation . It is clear the bush as had influences, having had a 

water race placed thorugh it, which was used and then stoped, and various works nearby that sort to 

mitigate aspects, but which may have caused other unforseen changes. The question we sort to answer 

is what was the forest type, was it wetland forest, and what might its future state- be. 

  

Figure 19 Inglis bush location and aerial photograph – blue line indicates the northern margin of the reserve. 

We walked (with a local guide (Mr Van Der Burg) through the reserve forest from the norther west corner 

centrally to near the southern eastern corner. We traced and noted the northern boundary old fence and 

the 1-2m terrace riser at the fence below which we were informed was open pasture a short time earlier 

and was outside of the bush reserve. Indeed, the area on the lower terrace was largely willow, fallen 

timber, and a range of weeds (blackberry was common) and early colonisers -cabbage trees, karamu etc. 

Inside the reserve the dominant canopy numerically was titoki. There were large trees of totara, 

kahikatea, matai and a few tawa but the dominant canopy species is titoki. In relatively closed canopy 

areas, the under canopy is relatively open and contained mahoe, pigeonwood, small leaved milk tree, 

Coprosma rotundifolia, kawakawa, konono, tawa saplings, titoki saplings, kahikatea saplings, rewarewa 

saplings, shield fern, thread fern, hen and chicken fern, shining spleenwort.  

The kahikatea which are emergent of the Titoki canopy are very large and old, their diameter at breast 

height (DBH) of the largest being over 2m. This will make those trees 400-600 years old (Smale 1984) 

and most of the way through their likely 600-year life span (Hinds and Reid 1957). It is reasonable to 

expect these old trees to be showing signs of poor health and decline including sections of canopy die 

back and dropping branches. These conditions are observable le in the canopy kahikatea in Inglis bush. 
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Titoki stems forming the main canopy 

 

A mix of podocarp and broadleaf emergent 

canopy 

 

Large old kahikatea 

 
Titoki and tawa saplings in the under growth 

 

The forest is not a wetland forest, it is a typical river alluvial terrace forest, once common down most of 

the rivers in the basin and adapted to growing on light soils on river gravels with alluvial materials. While 

there were wetter swamp forest areas in the basin these were usually in the valley central floors and 

further east.  Inglis forest is not unlike Spring hill scenic reserve in that it has a similar canopy composition 

with an emphasis on totara but with a similar Titoki, tawa, totara kahikatea canopy. 

The future, based on the saplings of Inglis forest, is titoki, tawa, kahikatea and totara. It is relatively 

independent of the deep and shallow ground water the forests roots running very deep in the old river 

gravels and the plants present capable of managing large scale ground water variation seasonally. 
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6.0 Potential Draw down Effects 

6.1 Small streams 

The potential effect of the tranche 2 deep ground water harvest is the potential to reduce the amount of 

surface water in the streams within a predicted draw down area to the point where the aquatic instream 

flora and fauna are adversely affected and change above and beyond that which is seasonally normal – 

i.e. species and abundances of species diminish to a point where the communities normally present are 

reduced in diversity or poorer in terms of representativeness or disrupt food webs through loss of 

constituents.  

There are two areas of modelled change that might be used to predict instream habitat quantum change. 

The modelled change in flows and the modelled change in shallow ground water. 

Aqualinc have developed predictions for effects to average flow statistics and for 7-day MALF for the 

Tukipo at SH50, at Ashcott Road, and to the Mangaonuku u/s of the Waipawa (relative to the small 

streams). They have more comprehensively also modelled shallow groundwater draw down contours 

showing changes in shallow ground water depth related to ground water harvest over the basin related to 

the expected bore sites. This draw down contour is the worst-case scenario as an accumulation of the 

effect over 20 years of the activity in operation. It is not an expected drawn down at the start of a 

consented pumping period. We come back to this conservatism in our ecological assessment after first 

using the draw down contour change in its “raw” form. 

We consider that the contour drawdown modelled predictions are most useful to determine change in 

surface water aquatic habitat in the small streams on the understanding and proviso that it is reasonable 

to expect the ground water and surface water in these streams to be strongly influenced by each other 

and directly and strongly connected. We know that in the west the rivers deplete to ground water fairly 

readily and in the east ground water discharges to the streams. It seems reasonable to assume fair 

connections and correlations in depths except in specific locations where bed embeddedness from 

sediment or a papa layer or other impermeable stream bed has formed to separate groundwater and 

surface water connection.  

In terms of flows Aqualinc modelling shows the average and 7-day MALF changes very little for the 

Tukipo or Mangaonuku to the point where Aqualinc concluded no noticeable effect would be present to 

average or low flow statistics in the Tukipo etc. However, we feel that the ground water change may be 

more relevant to particular instream aquatic habitat features and be more deterministic of the availability 

of habitat as measured by surface water depth. We focus this assessment therefore on the predicted 

ground water depth changes (draw down) on the assumption that surface water is correlated. 

In that correlation we know that there must be a lag time from take to expression of that take on the 

surface water and that the draw down effect must be highly variable across the basin dependent on the 

specific underlaying soils and its permeability. This assessment should therefore be seen as a worse 

case assessment. Because of this uncertainty we have weighted the draw down based on locations. We 

suggest that draw down west of SH 50 is 100% of the predicted as it is a losing part of the basin – surface 

flows are lost to groundwater. Draw down east of a line between Takapau and Ruataniwha (Figure 20) is 

25% of the predicted as this is the gaining part of the basin and the effect and lag the least impacting. 

Centrally (in the neutral zone) we consider with a lag and differently permeability a 50% surface water 

change of the predicted shallow ground water change is a fair numerical figure to work with. 

There was an initial prediction that the Porangahau- Makaretu systems and tributaries would also be 

faced with a 200mm draw-down (we have reflected this in the above discussion of this system) but this 

draw-down, we understand, will not now occur. 

The most complex draw down appears north and west of Ongaonga.  The Ongaonga, Blackburn, Pettit 

stream systems variably and entirely may “suffer” drawdowns of up to 800mm and at 100% of those 

predictions at the surface water level. This larger 800mm draw down prediction is especially focused on 

the Springhill area and the upper tributaries of the Kahahakuri and Chesterman-Springhill arm of the 
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Kahahakuri system. The following Table is an analysis of the averaged depth (from early autumn 

measures) of the aquatic habitats of each stream set against the predicted groundwater draw down as if 

that value is a direct surface draw down mitigated by the assumed differential weighting dependent on 

where the streams are in relation to the losing or gaining, or neutral areas of the basin. 

6.1.1 General draw down 

The predicted draw down of shallow ground water and so surface stream water across the basin varies 

between 200 and 800mm (Figure 20).  A range of instream habitat measures indicate that the average 

depth values of these systems in later summer - Autumn (albeit a wet summer) are as indicated in the 

table below and the commonly expected drawn downs variably will affect the array of habitat types, 

affecting pools less than runs and those less than riffles. Riffle connections will be the most likely 

adversely effect. That effect will, however, not be a new effect but a change in the pattern and timing of 

what are normal seasonally experienced riffle losses in those streams.  

Habitats 

Average 
depth (mm) 

200mm 300mm 500mm 800mm 

pool 650.5 450.5 350.5 150.5 -150 

run 328.8 128.8 28.8 -171.2 -471 

riffle 134.2 -65.8 -165.8 -365.8 -666 

 

In general: 

• Some streams are low flow and intermittent with a reliance on pool habitat for summer 

persistence now and will remain so. 

• Some streams are low flow wide gravel bottomed systems reliant on their hyporheic zone, that 

reliance on the hyporheic zone will increase  

• Some streams are deep with deep muds and dense macrophyte and have no seasonal drying 

issues, these systems will not experience a measurable adverse effect. 

• Some streams are large flow braided systems whose main stems, with deeper runs (and pools), 

will be generally unaffected (but shrink) but whose connectivity between braids by way of riffles 

may be affected above that which is currently normal.  That connectivity is typically seasonally 

affected and the hyporheic refuge is in play often and both these aspects will persist and may 

increase with both climate change and the proposed takes. 

The impacts of these effects on the areas most influenced are discussed below. 
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Figure 20, Ruataniwha basin - modelled draw down contours and stream losing, neutral and gaining reaches. 
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6.1.2 Effects related to the specific streams 

The following anlaysis uses the small streams averaged measured habitat depth profiles against the 

loses predicted after the weighting of the modeled shallow water draw down (as described above). 

It is done on the asusmption that there is a correlation between shallow ground water and surface water 

and that there will be no substantive (weeks, months) lag period of change in surface water associated 

with the deep bore takes (we don’t think that is realistic, but do not have any idea what that lag might be, 

but the longer the lag the less the in-stream effect bacuse the lagged decrease in surface water will fall 

more into the wet season). We do know, from Aqualinc, that the Pettit north, and Mangamate streams are 

preched and sit well above the shallow ground water, as much as 20m above, and so regardless of the 

models predicted draw down these streams cannot be directly affected by the deep water abstraction 

proposed. This is dicussed below. 

We weight the modelled draw down as described avbove - Loosing reaches 100% of predicted draw 

down, neutral 50% and gaining has 25% level of predicted depth change. 

The following table identifies the aquatic habitat type, its average depth in that named stream system, the 

weighting of the predicted draw down and then the resultant surface depth expected as measurement – 

predicted weighted draw down. 

Table 1. Depth measures and predicted drawdown leading to the estimated aquatic habitat feature depth change in the small streams of the basin. 
Green indicates remaining positive depth, tan a surface dry condition and orange a substantive depth decrease. 

Stream Habitat Reach Model 

prediction 

mm 

Average 

depth 

(mm) 

Predicted 

change 

Mangamate Stream riffle losing 200 72 -128 

 Run  200 140 -60 

 pool  200 600 400 

Mangamate Creek Rd tributary riffle losing 200 56 -144 

 Run  200 254 54 

 pool  200 400 200 

Lower Mangamate Stream riffle losing 200 230 30 

Richardson’s Bridge tributary Run losing 200 297 97 

 pool  200 575 375 

Mangamauku Stream riffle losing 200 130 -70 

 Run  200 188 -12 

Mangamauku- @ Wharetoka Run neutral 200 260 60 

Mangaoho @ Tikokino Run losing 200 220 20 

Mangaoho @ Rathbone Run losing 200 327 127 

 Riffle  200 100 -100 

Mangaoho @ Butler rd Run neutral 200 706 606 

 Riffle  200 121 21 

Two-mile stream above SH50 Run losing 600 90 -510 

 Pool  600 400 -200 

Two-mile Creek @ Butler Rd Run neutral 300 280 130 

Kahahakuri - Spring hill reserve tributary Run losing 300 56 -244 

Kahahakuri - McLeod Rd bridge Run losing 700 717 17 

 Riffle  700 70 -630 

 Pool  700 800 100 

Kahahakuri  - Chesterman’s Bridge Run losing 500 0 0 

 Riffle  500 0 0 

 Pool  500 0 0 

Kahahakuri nth - Plantation Road Bridge Run neutral 300 0 0 

Kahahakuri @ SH50 Run losing 400 188 -212 

Kahahakuri @ Plantation Rd Run neutral 300 224 74 

Ongaonga Stream Run losing 400 700 300 

 Pool  400 600 200 

Ongaonga valley central tributary Run losing 300 100 -200 
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The green areas of the table are where there will remain surface waters in the various habitats, almost 

always in the pools and often in the runs and more rarely in riffles. 

The gaining reaches of the basin, those generally deeper streams such as the Tukipo catchment, Black 

Stream (Waipawamate Stream), Makaretu catchment and Porangahau catchments, are unlikely to be 

adversely affected by the possible ground water draw down as predicted by the model.  Each will retain 

more than sufficient water as surface water to allow all the species and communities present currently to 

persist without compromise when the water takes are on operation.   

Those streams in the ”neutral zone” are likewise not sufficiently affected to be adversely affected. We 

note those streams dry at survey are put to zero in the table and are not affected as they typically have no 

surface flow much of the year. 

Unsurprising, it is some of the losing reach streams that show the greatest potential adverse effect. We 

discuss these in the following section. 

 pool  300 400 100 

Ongaonga valley south (Tahunga)  Run losing 300 116 -184 

 Riffle  300 92 -208 

 Pool  300 318 18 

Pettit north valley tributary Run losing 200 303 103 

 Riffle  200 110 -90 

 Pool  200 403 203 

Pettit valley central tributary Run losing 200 80 -120 

 Riffle  200 122 -78 

 Pool  200 560 360 

Pettit valley South tributary Run losing 200 110 -90 

 pool  200 370 170 

Blackburn valley north tributary Run losing 200 140 -60 

 Riffle  200 100 -100 

Blackburn valley central tributary Run losing 200 144 -56 

Blackburn southern tributary Run losing 0 346 346 

 Riffle  0 59 59 

 Pool  0 395 395 

Main stem Blackburn Stream Run losing 0 280 280 

 Riffle  0 110 110 

 Pool  0 615 615 

Tukipo Ashcott @ Burnside Rd Run Neutral 200 0 0 

Tukipo Ashcott @ Ashcott Rd Run Neutral 0 900 900 

Tukipo-Ashly farm tributary Run Neutral 200 550 450 

Tukipo – Mangatewai Run Neutral 300 381 231 

 Riffle  300 161 11 

Tukipo – Mangapohio Run Neutral 300 247 97 

Black stream – Parson’s branch Run Gaining 300 526 451 

 Pool  300 505 430 

Black stream Woodbrock Run Gaining 300 520 445 

 Pool  300 530 455 

Black stream @ Fairfield Rd Run Gaining 300 200 125 

Makaretu River @ Speedy Rd Run  0 298 298 

 Riffle  0 209 209 

Porangahau @ Fraser Rd Run Gaining 0 241 241 

 Riffle  0 120 120 

 Pool  0 620 620 

Upper Porangahau @ Oruawharo rd Run Gaining 0 272 272 

 Riffle  0 124 124 

 Pool  0 1312 1312 
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There are three general types of stream in the losing reach: the wide gravel northern streams set in wide 

gorge like formations (Mangamate, Mangamauku, Mangaoho), small narrow intermittent valley streams 

with short, small catchments (Ongaonga, Pettit and Blackburn valley streams, 2-mile creek, Creek Road 

stream) and a couple of larger perennial streams: Ongaonga, Pettit valley north and lower Blackburn 

main stem.  

These last three are larger perennial flowing systems that reach back up into the foothills for their sources 

(or have a great many tributaries such as the main stem lower Blackburn) and have substantial water and 

are more than likely to retain much of their riffle habitat (although riffle habitat in these systems is 

uncommon). They are not likely to suffer substantive loss to the point where any habitat feature is dry and 

pools in the main are unaffected. 

The most significant drawdowns are likely to be in the Kahahakuri system at and above SH50, the 

Ongaonga and Pettit and Blackburn valley central tributaries, the upper Mangamate and the upper 

Mangamauku systems.  These represent two forms of stream (as described above), the northern streams 

which are open broad, gravel and cobble systems set in high banks and gorges and are relatively wide at 

4-7m, while the southern reaches identified (Pettit valley, Blackburn etc) are single thread valley bottom 

streams of limited flow with small catchments, one or two tributary feeders from small springs with 

minimal bank height and fully affected by the adjacent farmland.  

6.1.3 Streams in the losing Reaches 

 Mangamate / Mangamauku 

The northern cobble system has been recorded as having poor and very poor-quality macroinvertebrate 

communities and seasonally surface flow restrictions or outright long reaches of surface drying (HBRC 

2003). There is a small range of fish (NIWA FWDB). The risk in terms of low flow effects to quality 

systems is largely absent.  

These streams are seasonal drying systems, and the aquatic fauna has adapted to this change and 

responds seasonally by moving into the gravels, into the hyporheic zone (Woessner 2017), and / or 

moving laterally into permeant pools or lower reaches that sustain surface water (i.e., out of the 

intermittent sections). Those that typically move into the hyporheic can persist ‘chasing the water down“ 

for months at several meters deep.  There are permeant dwellers in this deeper habitat zone also – the 

Stygofauna (Stubbington 2012; Boulton et al. 1998; Winterbourn and Wright-Stow 2002).   

Fish also move away from declining depth and find water resources in stable pools or move up or down 

stream of typically drying reaches and / or many are able to move (up to several meters deep) into the 

hyporheic zone (Kawanishi et al. 2013) and take seasonal refuge there.  

If drying is to occur more than is current (and that now seems unlikely where the beds are well perched 

above the shallow ground water aquifers (Peres Com J. Wier)) it is likely that those hyporheic migration 

behaviours will start a little earlier and go on a little longer, only this will not be related to the proposed 

deep water take but to the growing climate change issue. We suggest that any such migration change will 

not “inconvenience” the fauna such that their “fitness” is affected. In short, the logic to us appears 

reasonable that the perched beds will respond as they currently do within increasing regularity towards 

longer dryer summer periods related to climate change and extensions in time and depth of water only in 

the hyporheic will be manageable by the current aquatic fauna through slight exacerbations of their 

current normal seasonal behaviours to manage the naturally surface drying challengers met each year in 

the small and typically intermittent streams. 

We think it likely that the magnitude of effect (the draw down change) will be negligible (if at all) and to a 

low value system (based on condition); the result being a very low level of effect. A very low level of effect 

(if at all any effect) is a “less than minor corresponding RMA level of effect”. However, we consider that it 

is unlikely that there will be any effect at all given the perched nature of the bed.  

The Mangamauku is a similar system of similar value but has a greater resistance to drying and is not a 

perched bed. The predictions are for the Mangamauku site, 7-day MALF to reduce from about 11 l/s to 10 
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l/s is a change so small as to not have a material ecologically effect over the background natural 

variability.  This site is further down catchment and therefore gains water more steadily (it is not perched 

above the ground water).  It does go dry naturally (in the model), but not very often nor for very long (e.g., 

3-10 days typically).  The T2 takes cause it to go dry (or nearly dry) occasionally about 1 day earlier and 

return flowing about 1 day later (at worst). This level of change in terms of magnitude is negligible and the 

overall effect will be very low. 

 Kahahakuri upper tributaries (Spring Hill and McLeod’s) 

These small tributaries of the wider Kahahakuri steam are shallow and other than the reach within the 

remnant Springhill reserve, are of a similar poor quality and ecological value as the other small western 

tributaries. That is intermittent, enriched, pasture and macrophyte dominated, without riparian vegetation 

except in small clusters (such as the Spring hill reserve and McLeods bridge willows). It is possible that 

these streams may experience greater drying and that reaches not always dry will be dry. This will not 

however, affect natural indigenous representative macroinvertebrate communities or fish communities but 

those which are a simple poor quality aquatic assemblage and limited to no fish communities.  

We consider that the level of effect here will be low because of the tolerance of the existing aquatic 

species and assemblages, sufficiently low that effects should not be considered to require any form of 

mitigation. This is because the relative conditions of the aquatic habitat and so communities are highly 

modified and so very robust. That said there will be some small areas of better aquatic habitat that will 

decline further in quality. 

 Pettit Valley North system 

This is arguably the best stream in the Ongaonga-Blackburn Valley system. It has greater habitat 

variability than the Ongaonga Stream within some native riparian vegetation and a reasonable substrate. 

It is not as robust or large as the lower Blackburn or Ongaonga Stream, there is a level of greater flow 

vulnerability.  While it is still within the farming landscape and has little riparian vegetation or a buffer, it is 

sufficiently larger with more formed banks and flood plains and better substrate than the usual small 

tributaries of these western valleys, with greater gradient changes and more water such that it will have 

much better aquatic condition and values than the other intermittent systems nearby.  The stream is also 

partially or largely on a papa bed which makes it impermeable and (as the Mangamate) perched above 

the shallow ground water aquifer. That means it does not respond directly and along the bed to changing 

ground water. The only direct effect might be to the feeder springs but currently the project hydrologist (J. 

Weir, Aqualinc) considers this stream area despite the draw down model predictions will not be affected 

in terms of loss of surface water. Therefore, we see it unlikely to be adversely affected.   

 Ongaonga valley, Pettit Valley, Blackburn valley, Creek Road Mangamate tributary 

These tributaries are all small narrow (<1m), shallow, meandering valley floor intermittent streams with 

limited catchments from generally one source not far into the foothills. They are predominantly without 

riparian woody vegetation and are almost entirely within the pastural system and the shallow runs are 

normally partially or fully vegetated in Yorkshire fog and Glyceria fluitans. The beds are either heavily 

organic and matted roots and debris over cobble or small areas of cobble through sediment deposits. 

Pools are a clay base with Glyceria and are numerous and the deepest habitat present which is probably 

the only aquatic habitat sustained year out.  It is likely that the nutrient condition of these tributaries is 

enriched. Given the substrate, flow variability, vegetation cover type and likely water quality it is unlikely 

these streams support fish species (other than occasional long fin eel) and have a simple and abundant 

low MCI community made up by dominant Potamopyrgus snails, blood worms (Chironomids), Orthoclads, 

Austrosimulium (blackfly’s), worms, tanytarsus, Microvelia, and perhaps Aoteapsyche. An MCI of 60-70 

and QMCI 3. These communities are both very resistant and resilient and already suffer seasonal drying.  

We consider that these tributaries are sufficiently poor of quality and of such robust communities adapted 

to variable flow conditions, but with pool habits that will persist (currently and with the takes), that adverse 

effects of the predicted draw down, although of the most extreme of the proposed drawdowns in the wider 

project, will not suffer any measurable aquatic community of value or conditional change.  
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The overarching level of effect here is, we consider, very low, sufficiently low that effects are not 

considered to require any form of mitigation. 

 

Maps in the following figures (21-23) are the summary of likely effect. In essence the analysis does not 

suggest that there will be any adverse effect associated with the proposed deep-water abstractions. 
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6.2 Stream resilience and resistance to change  

The evidence of drought or lowered flow or water take effects does not suggest effects are certain or 

uniform. Dewson et al (Dewson, Death, and James 2003) investigated the effect of water abstraction in 

the Tukipo in 2003 through comparisons upstream and downstream of an abstraction.  They found, with 

the caveat of limited sampling in space and time, that no metric measured showed a uniform effect 

response. Their data showed increases in abundances below abstraction points, with slightly higher EPT 

proportions above, and a small increase in species evenness (Simpson’s index) above abstractions 

(understandably through a more even distribution of species abundances). No other measured 

differences were found on the communities above and below points of abstraction and the adverse effect 

predicted related to abstraction was not sustained by the data.  It is likely the hyporheic serviced these 

communities sustaining them through the low flow period. 

Caruso (Caruso 2002) came to a similar conclusion studying varying MCI indices scores related to 

decreased flow (drought). The issue may be that we and they are examining a faunal assemblage 

responsive and adapted to the high levels of modification in these farmed landscapes and the 

communities persistent in these systems are highly tolerant and have a high resilience and resistance 

and an ability to rebuild, with a high fidelity) after perturbation. 

Suren & Jowett (Suren and Jowett 2006) determined that flood effects were more influencing on the 

instream communities than low flows, which when stable and predictable formed representative 

assemblages. They found that in late summer riffle flow/depth declines the densities of 

macroinvertebrates, species richness and EPT proportions did not significantly change in most riffles. 

Boulton (Boulton 2003) considered that drought acts as a sustained disturbance, and that impacts may be 

disproportionately severe when certain critical thresholds are exceeded (tip points). These are usually 

related to the length of a drought. Ecological changes may be gradual while a riffle dries but cessation of 

flow causes an abrupt loss of a specific habitat (surface water) and fragmentation of the river ecosystem. 

Many ecological responses to drought within these habitats apparently depend on the timing and rapidity 

of hydrological transitions across these thresholds, exhibiting a ‘stepped’ response alternating between 

gradual change while a threshold is approached followed by a swift transition when a habitat disappears 

or is fragmented.  In streams adapted to seasonal surface drying the assemblages present are adapted 

and there is a swift return of the community with return of water. 

No study we located showed a measurable adverse effect to the benthos or fish related to diminishment 

of flow in rivers with a hyporheic zone where that diminishment did not already naturally occur. We 

consider that here, as elsewhere, the hyporheic zone and current seasonal depth challenges has formed 

communities in the stream systems that have adapted to variable surface flow channels such that they 

are more than capable of moving laterally and vertically in the bed to escape surface dry reaches and 

persist until such times as water returns, or they locate another channel with water. No draw down 

actually likely to occur will exacerbate these natural occurrences in the basin’s streams to the point that 

there will be a significant decline in species richness or abundance – i.e., a very low or no adverse effect. 

 

6.3 Wetlands 

We do not consider effects to the “duck ponds”, i.e., those features excluded form “natural wetland” as 

per the NPS FM (2020). Those features in the main are 0.5-2m open water ponds that are either stable 

year-round in depth and extent or shrink as the shallows dry out. This will continue and perhaps be 

exacerbated, but other than local amenity change (which is currently the case) this will cause no 

ecological adverse effect of importance. 

The tranche 2 water take might expand upon the typical seasonal summer to early autumn dry period 

already experienced on the plains. It is our understanding that the draw down effect will primarily 

potentially increase the frequency, period and time of onset of lower surface water levels, not cause dry 

or low water levels annually. It is an exacerbation of an ecological effect in the streams and rivers and 

wetlands already experienced. Those species in those drying streams and shallow wetlands are already 
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adapted to a level of annual surface water drying. This is an important consideration in attempting to 

assess the likely effects.  

For the three “natural wetlands – Tikokino, Waipawa stop bank and Parson Road, effects are predicted to 

be: 

-100mm Tikokino wetlands 

-300mm at Parson Road (Black creek)  

-400mm at Stop bank (swamp road),  

The Tikokino wetland is willow forest and spongy false celery. A 100mm depression in surface water in 

summer will promote the wider Yorkshire fog and carex and juncus over the false celery and may allow 

the existing black berry to expand further, although that will be mitigate by the willow cover. In essence 

the functions and the assemblage will not change any more than it does now in the absence of 

management. 

The Parson Road raupo and willow “sale” wetland was very wet at survey with standing water under the 

willow at the road. A 300mm reduction will not affect the willow or the sedge and harakeke components 

and may make the wettest areas in the lower willow better for the wheki present, but the willow canopy is 

the primary restriction for that fern. Raupo can and does tolerate conditions of surface dry for periods and 

the possible draw down may promote willow expansion but the willow itself causes its own habitat 

expansion. The raupo is unlikely to be removed or diminished by this predicted level of change. 

The stop bank linear wetland is a product of a stream and lateral raised ground water. The lateral areas 

which are a mix of pasture and facultive species may contract to an area more focused area about the 

“stream”, but the stream and immediate edge and the wetland obligate species will remain. While the 

feature may shrink the true natural wetland area will be, we conclude, likely to be retained as there is 

currently a depth of water over 0.5m for much of the length. 

6.4 Inglis Bush 

Inglis bush is not a wetland forest. It is also not within the modelled draw down zones.  While, as with all 

forests, ground water levels seasonally are important, Inglis bush is a flood plain terrace forest adapted to 

variable seasonal groundwater depth. The older kahikatea and totara trees are very old and will have 

considerable root depth below the upper root layer of the small main canopy (Titoki). We do not see it at 

all likely that this forest can be adversely affected by the proposed deep bore water takes.  

7.0 Avoidance / Remedy / offset 

7.1 Small streams - avoidance 

The aquatic quality in general across the basin of instream faunal communities is poor to moderate and 

suffers from all the usual land use practices of farmed landscapes, historic effects, deforestation, 

nutrification, temperature variance, algae blooms and increased seasonal drying. These factors have led 

to the remnant communities that persist being very tolerant and resilient (robust) but not of a quality that 

places them as communities of high representative value or at risk of change or loss. There are no 

ecologically sensitive assemblages and features that suggest avoidance of further flow related effects 

should be a priority where that effect is not complete loss of the waterway.  

While flow effects may be most obvious and exacerbated in the Mangamate and Mangamauku these 

streams, while looking clean and clear, are in poor condition and the aquatic assemblages in them are 

both robust but also able to manage low flows through use of the hyporheic which they do now every 

year.  
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The only stream we initially considered potentially at risk of change was the Pettit North stream. However, 

once we ascertained that it is a papa bed and perched above the ground water (separate from) that 

concern of an effect that was more than minor has dissolved and we do not now consider an adverse 

effect at all likely. 

If there is a flow effect it will be related to the spring discharges and that effect will be an exacerbation of 

a seasonal one not a new effect and it is likely to be one of negligible magnitude of effect. 

No avoidance of the potential draw-down effects to surface waterways is considered required, because of 

the robustness of the values at risk, as required.  

7.2 Small streams – Minimisation of Potential Effects 

While effects to the array of streams are predicted to be minor and if anything, a small exacerbation of the 

current seasonal stressors, any minimisation of a draw down effect will reduce the risk of an effect, and 

while the values currently present in terms of quality of the assemblages is not high, where such a 

minimisation can be affected it makes good sense to do so. 

7.3 Small streams - Offset 

We consider that there will be less than minor or not at all adverse effects related to the proposed deep 

aquafer water harvest. While it does remain possible that in dry summers surface during will be 

exacerbated it is unlikely. We do not see a requirement for any ecological offsets. 

No offset required 

7.4 Wetlands 

No issues and no requirement to avoid or manage any effects 

7.5 Inglis bush 

No issues and no requirement to avoid or manage any effects. 

 

8.0 Enhancements to the waterways 

Despite not requiring any adverse effects management actions there are a range of actions and 

enhancements the abstraction group could undertake to improve the over all and long-term condition and 

ecological values of the streams running through the basin. 

Potential project enhancements relating to improving the quality of aquatic habitat in the basin include: 

• riparian indigenous revegetation,  

• fencing waterways from stock,  

• strategic introduction of small stormwater treatment wetlands,  

• pest management in the waterways (plant and animal). 
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We favour fencing and indigenous riparian revegetation as a focus because this will provide temperature 

regulation, remove stock effects, and best assists low flow and no flow stream bed habitats. 

We also recommend that the community consider a form of community monitoring involving mapping the 

extent of waterway fencing, condition and extent of riparian vegetation and level of type of pest issues 

(especially aquatic pest plants). Using the NIWA SMACK kits could also be a good addition (especial for 

schools). 

 

9.0 Conclusion 

9.1 Small streams 

No measurable effects are likely west and around Ongaonga in the small streams because of a current 

seasonal lack in flow and the retention of the myriad of inter run meander bend pools coupled with a very 

tolerant and low-quality habitat indicator suite of aquatic instream fauna, bordering on semi-terrestrial taxa 

and generally no or limited number of fish (long fin eel which retreat seasonally). 

There may be in some riffle habitats, especially in the losing reaches of the basin, an exaggeration of the 

usual seasonal drying effects, but this is not a new or high magnitude change. The effect may be a more 

prolonged surface dry situation and a resultant deeper migration for species into the hyporheic zone. This 

will not cause the loss of or decline in the aquatic communities. 

Lower eastern streams are generally too deep and with too deep soft muds and macrophyte to be 

affected even by higher level draw down predictions. 

9.2 Wetlands 

The great majority of wetland features on the plains are either stock ponds or duck ponds. These 

constructed features are excluded from the definition of natural wetland (although meeting the general 

RMA wetland definition) in the NPS FM (2020) exclusion item (a). 

Those few (four in this study) natural wetlands are still induced systems of exotic nature and small size 

and are insensitive generally to seasonal surface water shallow ground water change. The features 

recorded in this study are unlikely to change and will not change detrimentally by the predicted surface 

water shallow ground water draw down predicted for their areas. 

In terms of small streams those potentially affected already experience seasonal surface drying and most 

are intermittent in the plains reaches. These then have fauna and flora adapted to seasonal surface 

drying and having coping mechanisms. It is our prediction that the exacerbated surface drying that might 

be caused and in the order of 300-400mm, will be manageable by the current aquatic fauna and flora 

through their current adaptions, in the main use of the hyporheic zone, and effects will be very low (less 

than minor).  

9.3 Inglis Bush 

The Inglis bush is a quality river terrace forest of titoki with emergent kahikatea, totara and matai, it is not 

a swamp or wetland forest and will not be affected in any measurable way due to deep aquifer water 

takes. The changes occurring currently are related to tree age. 
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